Nutrition Myths: Do These Fueling Traditions Work?
If you're helping provide snacks for your athlete's team, or you're trying to give nutritional
guidance to your child, you may be subscribing to some traditional sport snacks – think orange
slices – and fueling traditions – like pasta parties – that you heard over the years. While many of
the fueling traditions that you've heard about are going to be okay for most athletes, there are
some modern tweaks you can make to ensure that your athlete is properly fueled and getting the
nutrition he or she needs.
Myth: Pre-Competition Pasta Parties
Why it works: For decades, marathoners have been all about carb-loading with pasta and pizza
the night before a competition. This is done to fuel muscles by topping off glycogen stores in the
body.
Why it doesn't: The idea of carb-loading is no longer entirely supported. Sure, eating a carbdense meal the night before a hard or long effort is helpful, but your athlete shouldn't make a
massive shift from his or her normal meal. And typically, carb loading is applicable to endurance
sports, not to a baseball or volleyball game. A pasta meal can also lack protein, so your young
athlete may end up hungry before his or her competition.
Make it current: Make sure your athlete's plate is balanced by adding some form of protein, like
chicken, meatballs, or a vegetarian-friendly protein.
Myth: Orange slices on the sidelines
Why it works: Using whole foods for fuel is a great practice to teach young athletes, and orange
slices provide a quick hit of simple sugar in the form of fructose. They can also be a refreshing
snack in the middle of a hot practice.
Why it doesn't: Orange slices are great, but for harder or longer efforts, they may not be enough
to refuel athletes all the way. You also may have some athletes who don't do well with a lot of
fructose, the sugar found in oranges.
Make it current: Add chunks of banana to the mix, and for more intense activities and/or hot
weather, consider adding a salty snack like pretzels for simple carbohydrates plus electrolytes.
Myth: Breakfast is the most important meal of the day.
Why it works: This one is mostly true. Athletes need fuel for hard efforts, whether that's early
morning swim practice or a competition later in the day, and skipping breakfast usually leads to
lower intake (or unhealthy food decisions) later in the day.
Why it doesn't: Some athletes will struggle to eat a full normal breakfast (like oatmeal, or eggs)
when competition is early in the morning. And for athletes who have practices later in the day,
fueling appropriately at lunch is just as important as eating a good breakfast!
Make it current: If your athlete is doing an early morning practice or competition, help them find
foods that are easy to eat and digest. This might mean a banana, toast with a bit of peanut butter,

or even a smoothie. After the practice or competition, your athlete can enjoy a heartier meal. And
for athletes with later competition times, make sure they're eating a good breakfast, but also
prioritizing a lunch that leaves them satisfied and ready for competition.
Myth: All Gatorade, all the time
Why it works: Sports drinks provide critical electrolytes and carbohydrates for athletes,
especially for those who aren't comfortable eating before or during a competition or race.
Why it doesn't: Young athletes simply don't need as much sport drink as an elite marathoner
would, especially in sports like baseball where they're only sprinting for short periods and are
otherwise standing in place or sitting.
Make it current: If your athlete is doing a sport that doesn't require constant motion, consider
diluting the sports drink with water to half strength, or making your own electrolyte drink. If
your athlete is doing a more sustained effort like soccer, tennis, or cross-country running, a
sports drink is fine, but make sure that after the game and during rest periods, they're also
drinking regular water. Don't let sports drinks become a water substitute! To find out just how
much water and electrolytes your athlete needs, try calculating their sweat rate.
Myth: Granola bars are great competition fuel
Why it works: For many athletes, granola bars are relatively easy to digest, can be made with
mostly whole foods, and can provide energy for long days of competition.
Why it doesn't: For harder efforts like cross-country, some athletes may find that the oats or
dried fruit in trail mix give them stomach issues. And because granola bars are dry and dense,
some athletes may struggle to hydrate enough to properly digest them. Lastly, granola bars often
contain peanuts, and many children's programs actually ban any peanut-containing snacks.
Make it current: Swap granola bars out for something softer and simpler, like fig bars, or offer a
few alternative options (like bananas and pretzels). A buffet of snack choices beats a single
option for the whole team.
Myth: No treats during the season
Why it works: Athletes should be focusing on a healthy diet of whole, real foods with plenty of
fruits, vegetables, whole grains, healthy fats, and lean proteins.
Why it doesn't: Young athletes shouldn't be told that any food is off limits. Suggesting that
certain foods, like candy, chips or cake, are "bad" can be dangerous, especially for young athletes
who are at risk of disordered eating or eating disorders.
Make it current: Teach athletes what a nutrient-dense meal should look like and model good
eating behaviors when you're with the athletes, but don't tell them that any food is not allowed
during the season.
Myth: Gels and sports chews are critical for serious athletes

Why it works: Gels and chews are fast, easy ways to get in simple sugars that can give athletes a
boost during a competition or race. Some professional endurance athletes rely on these types of
foods during competitions because they're easy to eat and to digest.
Why it doesn't: As with sports drinks, young athletes rarely need their nutrition delivered in gel
and chew form. There's a mentality that "real athletes" or "mature athletes" should start using
gels when they start taking their sport seriously, but most kids can and should rely on whole
foods to fuel their training and competition.
Make it current: Similar to sports drinks, if an athlete in a high-energy sport like tennis, soccer or
running likes using a gel or a few gummies for energy, that's fine. But this should be competition
and hard-effort-specific, not something that they're eating at every practice, after a race, or just as
a snack at home.
Myth: Post-season ice cream sundae celebrations
Actually, this isn't a myth! There's nothing wrong with the occasional treat for the whole team—
celebrate your season no matter how it played out and enjoy the indulgence!
Takeaway
Not every fueling tradition is perfect. At the end of the day, whole foods and balanced meals are
the best bet for your athlete’s health and performance.
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